
Here are the basic guidelines on color usage. For more information on colors, 
please visit this link: https://zpl.io/Z1nWDXz

Notifications

TextFraming

Banners

Colors are used sparingly, mostly for alerts, toasts and 
destructive behaviors.

Colors used for typography. Please refer to the Typography section  
above for usage. 

Neutral colors used for icons, layout, framing elements, etc.

Used for banners, to call attention to sections, etc.

Colors

Primary

Hover Modal Overlay

Ocean Blue is to be used as for layout and for framing elements, while Action 
Blue signifies an interactive component (button, link, progress bar, etc.)

Energy Blue is the hover state 
color for Action Blue.

Overlay color for pop up modals. 
Alpha should be set at 30%

Action Blue
#0099ff

Ocean Blue
#1066B5

#00A4FF #012547

#F44336

#777777#F1F2F3 #555555#E0E0E0 #333333#CCCCCC

#597A96 #3E5568 #043567

Thank you for your payment

Your survey is available

Warning/Error

Address Not Valid

Confirmation/Informational

Actionable (Action is needed)

How to use colors for toasts:



Here are the basic guidelines on typography usage. 

Typography

Roboto + Roboto Slab
Please download the latest Roboto at

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto+Slab

Samples

Header 1

Header 2

Roboto Slab 38pt / 48pt
#333333

Roboto Slab 28pt / 34pt
#555555

Roboto 20pt / 28pt
#777777

Roboto Light 15pt / 18pt
#555555

Roboto 16pt / 20pt
#333333

Roboto Slab 20pt / 30pt
#333333

Roboto 15pt / 23pt
#777777

Large body text

Small body text

Article text Header with icons

Body text with icons

#0099ff #0099ff
4px solid underline #0099ff

Dining

Download

Dining

Download Download

Download Download

#0099ff

#FF4639

#00aaff

#FF584D

#0099ff

#FF4639
Text Links Regular Red

Roboto Medium

Roboto Medium

Hover Pressed

Links

Tabs
Dining

#777777

DownloadText Links Regular

50px / 4px corner radius
Roboto Medium/Light
18pt

Normal

Download Download Download
#0099ff #FF584D #058dd8

Text Links Color Background
Roboto Medium



Buttons
Understanding button types

Example layouts

Cancel Button: 
Only for use on error or destructive behaviors 
#F44336 and Medium Font.

Secondary Button: 
For secondary CTAs over light colored background 
or images. No button fill. Regular Font.

LOREM IPSUM

Disabled Button: 
For buttons that are not enabled. Medium Font for Disabled Primary Button. Regular Font for Disabled 
Secondary button.#CCCCCC

DELETE

LOREM IPSUM

Normal #0099ff With icon: 12px padding between icon and text

Primary Button: 
For primary CTAs over light colored background or images. Medium Font.

LOREM IPSUM

PAY NOW

NEXT

1-800-555-1234

Reversed Primary Button: 

100% opacity

LOREM IPSUM

Reversed Secondary Button: 

Normal: 100% opacity

LOREM IPSUM

LOREM IPSUM LOREM IPSUM

Specs and sample layouts of buttons
8px between buttons

BACK

Button Specs:
35px padding + word count determine width
Large Button: 48px high    Small Button: 32px high
4px corner radius
transition: all ease .2s;
Minimum width on Large buttons should be 128px.
CTA should be action words. No more than 3 words per.

CANCEL



Here are the basic guidelines on components usage. For additional information on 
components and their usage, please visit this link: https://zpl.io/2e7xao

Web Components

Page Header Components

Ensure copy is clearly legible above 
photography. If headers appear to be 
too large on the page visually, adjust 
the size to be smaller. Reduce the 
weight of the headers to regular 
instead of bold/medium.
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If headers appear to be too large on 
the page visually, adjust the size to be 
smaller. Reduce the weight of the 
headers to regular instead of bold/
medium.

Reduce the weight of the headers to 
regular instead of bold/medium.

Home Header

 

Page Intro

Title Header Stand Alone

Mobile Desktop

Regular weight

Regular weight

Regular weight

Background should follow framing 
elements colors



Web Components

Tile Components

Usage intent: 

Highlight features and benefits in a 
way that’s easy to scan, with the 
option to link to more information.

There should not be more than one 
row of icons stacked. As an 
alternative, replace one row of icons 
with an image with the copy bullet-
listed within a 50/50 component.

Usage intent: 

Provide a list of services, with the 
primary purpose of routing members 
to the specific service they are 
looking for. In order to provide a 
consistent user experience, authors 
should strive to always use this 
component when presenting a list of 
services.

Refer to icons guidelines on 
approved colors. The background of 
service cards should be #F1F2F3

Hundreds of options throughout the world 
can become your next dream vacation

From Hawaii to the Caribbean, Mexico to 
Tahiti, we’ve got the perfect tropical 

vacation for you

View cruise and guided vacation offers 
that are available for a limited time only

VACATION OFFERS

TROPICAL VACATIONS

LIMITED-TIME OFFERS

Icon Row

 

Mobile Desktop

Icon row of three

Icon row of four

Service Cards

Here are the basic guidelines on components usage. For additional information on 
components and their usage, please visit this link: https://zpl.io/2e7xao
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Types of icons

Examples

Icons

Primary
}

}
Secondary

Usage intent: 

Primary icons are used on service cards to provide visual 
interest to the detailed copy. There are three approved colors 
for use. Examples are provided in the following pages. 

Usage intent: 

Secondary icons are used on content pages to draw attention to specific information. When selecting colors for 
secondary icons, you may choose any of the colors from the Cool or Warm category. For each row, you may 
use a variation of three or four selected from the same category, but do not mix warm with cool colors, and vice 
versa. Approved colors are below.

Black
#333333

Kashmire Blue
#495E83

White
#FFFFFF

Cool Colors Warm Colors

Kashmire Blue
#597A96

Autum Orange
#E8762A

Forest Green
#079247

Mustard
#EDD000

Blue
#1180D9

Teal
#12C6B0

Gray Blue
#495E83

Blood Orange
#ED1C24

Opal Blue
#29ABE2

Valencia Orange
#FFA909

Navy
#004D97

Light Green
#7AC943

One warm color 
for entire row

Triad of warm colors 
for entire row

Triad of cool colors 
for entire row



member

membership

orientation

Membership

why join branch legendary
service

RSO

Icon Families

homemedical bill get a quote

life

coverage

pets

Insurance

claims

insurance

rewards rewardsdining

Discounts & Rewards

fuel pumpcompetitive
rates

shopping

discounts

travel

Travel

AAA 
vacations

trip hotels amtrak reservation
support

triptik 
planner

maps

Activities

Financial

activities

outdoors
recreation

entertainmentmovies

financial

payment business identity theft trends

Primary icon colors

Automotive

auto

driver repair collector



Just as it’s important to maintain a cohesive design look and feel across all parts of the ACE digital presence, it’s also important for the 
Auto Club’s voice and tone to be consistent. This is true whether a member is browsing our website, filling out an online form, or searching 
for discounts in the Auto Club App.

The Auto Club’s voice is:

The Auto Club’s voice is human. It’s familiar, friendly, and straightforward, not robotic or forced. Our priority is explaining products and 
services to members so they can make the most of their memberships. We want to educate people without patronizing or confusing them.

Authoritative but not stilted

Smart but not stuffy

Fun but not silly

Confident but not arrogant

Friendly but not sloppy

Helpful but not overbearing

Voice

The Auto Club’s tone changes according to what our members are trying to do, and what state of mind that puts them in. Our tone is 
usually informal, clear, and conversational. 

A member can’t find something on the website. 
They come to a directory page.
Feeling: Frustration, hopelessness

Tone: Apologetic, reassuring

A member isn’t sure what to do after a car crash.

Feeling: Fear, anxiety

Tone: Calm, reassuring

A member is looking for discounts on weekend 
activities for the family. 
Feeling: Excitement, anticipation

Tone: Excited, fun

A member has been knocked out* of an online 
quote form and they don’t know why.
Feeling: Frustration, anxiety

Tone: Helpful, reassuring

A member is reading a story about the latest AAA 
safety research.
Feeling: Interested, curious

Tone: Authoritative, straightforward

A member is filling out a form and is experiencing 
an error and they don’t know why.
Feeling: Frustration, confusion

Tone: Helpful, reassuring

Here are some examples of what tone we should use:

Tone

One consistent voice with the appropriate tone

A person can speak in many different tones, but the voice is always the same. Think of the people you know – even if they are excited, 
angry, or sad, you can still recognize their voice. Similarly, members should be able to identify the Auto Club by our voice. 

Unlike voice, tone changes according to the situation. Our goal is one consistent voice with the appropriate tone.

What are voice and tone?

1/4Voice and Tone



Informal but not sloppy

Fun but not silly

One consistent voice with the appropriate tone
Voice and Tone

Authoritative but not stilted

Smart but not stuffy

The unthinkable has happened and you are involved in an auto 
accident. So what do you do now? Despite the temptation, 
venting your emotions, (e.g., “freaking out”) is not 
recommended. This is a time to keep a cool head so you can 
limit or prevent any additional injuries or property damage.

You’ve been involved in an automobile crash. What do you do 
now? This is a good time to keep a cool head and prevent more 
injuries or damage. Start by taking a deep breath and then 
carefully surveying the scene around you. 

Voice: Authoritative 
Tone: Calm, reassuring

Voice: Smart 
Tone: Authoritative, straightforward

Voice: Confident
Tone: Authoritative, reassuring

Voice: Sloppy
Note the “manner” (matter) typo and repetition of “in the event”

Voice: Fun 

When consumers are shopping for a new or used vehicle, the 
cost to insure that vehicle is often taken into consideration. 
Many factors go in to calculating the premium for a given 
vehicle, and the same vehicle could have a different rate for 
different people depending on each person’s risk profile. We 
looked at an average risk profile and came up with a list of 
vehicles that are the most and least expensive to insure in 
California.

When shopping for a vehicle, one consideration is the cost of 
insurance. Many factors determine the premium for a given 
vehicle beyond the driver’s risk profile. We took a look at which 
models are the most and least expensive to insure in California 
for an average-risk driver.

The Hyundai FCV has undergone crash and fire testing, and 
they’re constructed so that in the event of a crash, impact 
sensors stop the release of hydrogen from fuel tanks. Even in 
the unlikely event of a tank rupture, hydrogen has far less mass 
than air and dissipates in a manner of seconds.

The Hyundai FCV has undergone crash and fire testing. During 
a crash, sensors stop the release of hydrogen from the fuel 
tanks. Even in the unlikely event of a tank rupture, hydrogen is 
far lighter than air and dissipates in seconds.

10 Great California Road Trips that 
Won’t Leave You ‘Hella Broke’

10 Great California Road Trips that Even 
Plebeians Can Enjoy

10 Amazing Road Trips in the Golden 
State that Won’t Cost All Your Gold

Before you write for the Auto Club, it’s important to think about our readers. Though our voice doesn’t change much, our tone adapts to our 
users’ feelings. This guide will show you how that works. Here are examples of copy that don’t meet the standards for voice and tone, and 
how they could be revised. 

Examples of Voice and Tone

Confident but not arrogant

Our legendary 24-hour Roadside Assistance is why members 
join and renew. No matter what goes wrong, no matter where 
you are, you can always count on us, day or night, even if it’s 
not your car.

Our legendary 24-hour Roadside Assistance is the reason most 
of our members join and renew. So if you lock your keys in your 
car, get a flat tire, need a jump start, or break down on the side 
of the road, we can be there to help, even if it’s not your car.

Voice: Stilted 
Tone: Anxious, hyperbolic

Voice: Stuffy
Tone:  Authoritative

Voice: Arrogant
Tone:  Overconfident, excited

Voice: Informal
Note the simplification. Sensors, not impact sensors; lighter, not 
“has less mass” 

Voice: Silly Voice: Silly 
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One consistent voice with the appropriate tone
Voice and Tone

Helpful but not overbearing

Poses more questions than it answers:

• What did I do wrong?
• If the Auto Club is unable to provide me with insurance, 

why am I being forwarded to the Auto Club’s insurance 
agency? 

• How are you going to assist me in obtaining coverage? 
There’s no phone number or link. Are you going to 
contact me? If so, how and when?

Answers the user’s questions:

• This is happening because of my driving record or car. 
• I’m not going to get an instant quote, but I’m still on 

track to get insurance. 
• I know what the next step is: An agent is going to 

call me. 

Hood prop rods – some vehicles have them, while others don’t 
use them. Determine ahead of time how to support your 
vehicle’s hood if you have the prop rod version. Be sure you 
can reach, support, and raise the hood high enough to engage 
the end of the prop rod. Most hoods are heavy and frequently 
not easily held open with one hand. Be sure you use the correct 
rod support location for the prop rod. Do not use a broom stick 
or a rake handle because “it works.” Even if your vehicle’s hood 
is designed to stay open without a visible means of support, be 
sure the hood is open all the way (and that the springs/torsion 
bar will in fact hold it open!) A partially-open hood can come 
crashing down by its own weight, often painfully pinning the 
driver (or their fingers) underneath. Make sure the hood is 
properly supported before you stick your head underneath to 
see “what went wrong.”

We are unable to provide you with insurance coverage at this 
time. However, we have forwarded your information on to the 
Auto Club’s insurance agency, where we may be able to assist 
you in obtaining coverage for you and your vehicle with another 
insurance carrier.

Some cars have prop rods to keep the hood up, while others 
use internal springs. If yours has a prop rod, make sure you 
place the top end securely into the correct slot; it may slip out 
otherwise. If your hood locks open with an internal mechanism, 
be sure the hood is open all the way to engage it, and make 
sure it’s locked before you let go. Don’t improvise with a 
broomstick or a rake handle—they may slip unexpectedly and 
bring the hood down on your head or fingers.

Based on the information you entered about yourself and your 
vehicle, one of our representatives will be contacting you by 
phone shortly. While we are unable to provide you with an 
instant quote, we would like to assist you in obtaining quality 
insurance to suit your needs.

Make it flow

Avoid wordiness

Be straightforward

Read your copy out loud. If it sounds awkward to say, it’s probably awkward to read.

Our members’ attention spans are limited. Members won’t dig through two paragraphs to learn what could’ve been communicated in two 
sentences. When in doubt, ask yourself if shortening or deleting a sentence will really remove important information that can’t be found 
anywhere else in the copy.

The more our copy forthrightly informs members and empowers them to make the best decisions for themselves, the more members trust 
the Auto Club. Conversely, copy that’s intentionally vague or misleading may sometimes serve our purposes as employees, but will leave 
members frustrated.  

A note on legal content: Sometimes we have to include copy that comes from our legal team. Legal copy can become extremely dense and 
lengthy (e.g. a long paragraph), so it is encouraged to break down the copy so to be more easily digestible (e.g. into three short 
paragraphs).  

Voice: Helpful
Tone:  Informal, straightforward

Voice: Overbearing
Tone:  Lecturing, repetitive
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Error Messages
TBD

TBD - Samples of error messages

* Knocked out: This is a term used to describe when a user’s application journey comes to an end due to the Auto Club restricting further 
action. For example, when a user is filling out an insurance quote online, if the information they provide does not meet the requirements for 
AAA to underwrite their insurance, the Auto Club will automatically end the user’s application process. An error message will explain to the 
user that an agent will contact them by phone shortly to assist them.

One consistent voice with the appropriate tone
Voice and Tone 3/4



Banner notifications

We’re always with you

Login

One of our branches has moved
Our relocated Somersworth branch opened June 26 at 452 High Street, Somersworth, NH 03878. You can call the branch at 1-603-750-3080. 

Confirmation/Informational

Web Banners
There are three types of banner notifications that the Auto Club uses: confirmation/informational, actionable (action is needed), and 
warning/error.

We’re always with you

Login

Your Membership Payment is past due
Your membership is past due. Renew now so you don’t lose the benefits and security you have with AAA.

Warning/Error

We’re always with you

Login

Your Insurance Questionnaire is ready
See how much you can save by clicking here to take your insurance questionnaire. 

Actionable (action is needed)


